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Abstract.  In  data  management,  the  use  of  identifiers  is  essential  for  disambiguation  and
referencing. The scope of the use of identifiers varies. For example, disambiguation within an
institution using integer identifiers may be sufficient for operational procedures, whereas digital
scholarship using global resources relies on universally unique identifiers.  In this paper we
investigate practical routes to globally unique identifiers for the medieval manuscripts of the
Bodleian  Library.  The  Oxford  Linked  Open  Data  (OXLOD)  and  Mapping  Manuscript
Migrations (MMM) projects require unique identifiers for the transformation of the medieval
manuscripts catalogue into linked data, in an effort to increase discoverability and consistency
across platforms. We consider how Archival Resource Keys (ARKs), a type of URI, can be
applied to the Medieval Manuscript catalog as well as determining how ARKs can support
MMM’s research goals. We begin with examining the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) catalogue
records  to  understand  the  data  provided  and  identify  and  describe  entities  which  do  not
presently have identifiers.  Further,  we evaluate ARKs for producing identifiers,  prioritizing
those which are required to answer common research questions.
Keywords: Archival Resource Keys, Linked Open Data, Metadata, Medieval 
Manuscripts.
1 Introduction
We are motivated by the Mapping Manuscript Migrations (MMM) Digging into Data
Challenge, which seeks “to combine data from various sources to enable the large-
scale  analysis  of  the  history  and  provenance  of  medieval  and  Renaissance
manuscripts” [1].  MMM poses research questions drawing on the power of linked
data as a method of enabling this analysis. Answering these requires disambiguating
identifiers,  particularly  those  related  to  changes  in  ownership  and  location  of
manuscripts.  The Bodleian’s  Medieval  Manuscript  catalog  is  one  of  the  key  data
sources for the MMM project.
Archival  Resource  Keys  (ARKs)  are  considered  by the  Bodleian  as  a  possible
solution to tracking and management of manuscripts through different systems. This
investigation looked at the suitability of ARKs for the broader set of requirements
identified  by  MMM,  and  examined  how  they  could  be  implemented  in  the  data
transformation and mapping processes of the MMM project.
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2.1 Tracking Provenance Information through Linked Data Mapping
The Bodleian catalogue files,  encoded in TEI,  can be transformed into a  simpler,
bespoke XML format, using XQuery. MMM (together with the related Oxford Linked
Open Data  project,  OXLOD [2])  uses  the mapping tool  3M [3],  to  transform the
simpler XML into RDF triples, based primarily on two ontologies: CIDOC-CRM (for
cultural heritage data) [4] and FRBRoo (for bibliographic information) [5].
This  is  where  history-  and  provenance-based  identifiers  are  needed.  Historical
information within the TEI documents is nested under a single “provenance” element.
Limited disambiguation occurs within this element (see Fig. 1.).
Fig. 1. A provenance element from the Medieval Manuscript TEI metadata.
Examining the TEI record alone, it is impossible to disambiguate between separate
provenance events. During the transformation from TEI to simplified XML, several
elements are created within the provenance field, which are necessary for MMM to
answer provenance questions and increases the granularity of the mapping in 3M. Fig.
2. shows the data from Fig. 1. represented in simplified XML. Additional elements
are added to break the event into segments useable for 3M mapping. The person in
“manuscript_8811_prov4” now has a specific URI associated with them, as well as a
label, and a role. The event also possesses a note, which reads “William Greenwell (d.
1918).”
Fig. 2. Simplified XML for the same provenance event.
2.2 What is an ARK?
An ARK is a persistent identifier meant to reference an “information object” and is
made up of “a sequence of characters that contains the label, ‘ark:’” [6]. Information
objects  can  be  physical,  such  as  a  book  or  intangible,  such  as  a  concept  or  a
performance  [7].  Unlike  many  other  identifiers  ARKs  come  with  a  promise  of
stewardship - an ARK must be maintained and should always resolve to the actual
object being identified (or a copy of one) [7].
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We  identified  which  CRM  and  FRBR  classes  were  necessary  for  answering  the
MMM research questions. We then listed which elements were minted in 3M as part
of the mapping process and which were already provided by the simplified XML.
This list (see Table 1.) was used to develop potential solutions MMM could employ
when minting identifiers.
Table 1. This table shows the elements required for MMM research questions tracked through
the mapping process from TEI to 3M
3.1 Solution 1: ARKs for all necessary entities
The first  solution  involves  creating  ARKs for  all  possible  entities  needed  for  the
transformation to RDF. This could be extremely powerful for researchers, since the
large  number  of  identifiers  provided  allows  for  a  high  degree  of  specificity  in
referencing  these entities,  however  the thousands of event-based ARKs generated,
would  each  need  to  be  maintained  and  resolved.  Additionally,  the  original  XML
documents  would  need  to  be  modified  to  include  the  ARKs.  As  a  result,
implementation is unlikely due to the level of maintenance required.
3.2 Solution 2: Manuscript-only ARKs with TEI alteration
Solution  two  involves  creating  an  ARK for  the  manuscript,  with  the  rest  of  the
identifiers  created  within  the  TEI  document  as  built-in  xml:id fields.  This  would
require the TEI to be altered to support additional fields (example IDs for unmodified
TEI records can be found in the third column of Table 1.). These new IDs would need
to refer to another source,  similar to the authority files that the Bodleian Libraries
currently possess for people or place identifiers. This solution is the easiest from a
development  standpoint,  as  only  one  ARK  would  technically  be  maintained  and
resolved  for  each  manuscript.  However,  this  scenario  does  require  reworking  the
current TEI metadata and the creation and maintenance of additional authority files,
requiring extensive time and extra resources.
